®
A&E’s Best Stretch® is a high bulk textured nylon
sewing thread which is ideal for seaming and serging

•

knit and woven fabrics.

Best Stretch® boasts

Boasting superior seam elasticity and seam softness

ultra-low shrinkage

Best Stretch® provides comfort and performance in a

assisting in reducing

variety of sewn products.

puckering during finishing
and laundering with a
higher resistance to

Best Stretch® is regularly used in the sewing of

stretching under normal

activewear, sportwear, casual wear, children’s wear,

sewing tensions, reducing

intimate apparel from lingerie to underwear, knitwear

tension puckering.

and t-shirts, swimwear, and home textiles.

•
Best Stretch® has been
engineered to provide
extraordinary softness
delivering a high bulk
textured thread for
comfort in sewn products.
This thread is ideal for
seaming and serging of
knit and woven products.

•
This product is partially
translucent to blend with
many different shades for
good colorfastness.

T-Shirts

Underwear and Lingerie

Activewear

Swimwear

®

Extraordinary Softness in Sportwear including Yoga Attire

Excellent Seam Elasticity in
Swimwear

Best Stretch® Sizes and Product Details*
Application

Light Weight

Medium
Weight

Tex

Metric

lbs.

kgs.

Recommended
Needle Size

16

180

1.56

.71

65/9

24
30

120
90

2.34
3.23

1.06
1.49

75/11
80/12

A&E is the world’s foremost

60

50

6.3

2.86

110/18

manufacturer and distributor of

Size

Strength

*Physical characteristics provided are for comparative purposes only, final
determination of suitability is the sole responsibility of the user. All physical data
shown is based on current averages and should not be used as minimum
requirements.

premium quality industrial and
consumer

sewing

thread,

embroidery thread and technical
textiles.

A&E's

dedication

to

providing its customers with the
finest products and services, at
the
A&E maintains a global commitment to sustainability at all of its
worldwide operations, driven through its Ten Threads of Sustainability.
For more information on A&E’s Eco•Driven® initiatives, please visit
www.amefird.com/sustainability.

highest

globally

quality,
and

delivered
steadfast

commitment to superior quality
and customer service make A&E
the preferred thread supplier.
Learn more on A&E’s corporate

Applications include:

social

responsibility

environmental
initiatives,
product
Casual

Activewear

Children’s Wear

and

sustainability
comprehensive

offerings,

and

global

locations at www.amefird.com.
Intimate Apparel

Swimwear

